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Command™ Large Forever Classic Brushed Nickel
Metal Hook

View Images

Command™ Metal Hooks are available in a variety of styles and finishes to match your decor. They also

come in a variety of sizes and hold a surprising amount of weight- up to five pounds! Forget about nails,

screws and tacks, Command™ Metal Hooks are fast and easy to hang! Using the revolutionary

Command™ Adhesive, Command™ Metal Hooks hold strongly on a variety of surfaces, including paint,

wood, tile and more. Yet, they also come off cleanly - no holes, marks, sticky residue or stains - so

taking down or moving your Command™ Metal Hooks is simple and hassle free. And re-hanging your

hooks is as easy as applying a Command™ Refill Strip, so you can use them again and again! Contains 1

hook, 2 strips. Holds up to 5 pounds

Damage-Free Hanging

Weight Capacity: 5 pounds

Size: Large

Color: Brushed Nickel

Package Contents: 1 hook, 2 strips

Holds strongly and removes cleanly

Easy to apply and remove

Works on a variety of surfaces

Details

Resources

Instructions

Command™ Forever Classic Medium Hook FC12-BN-ES (PDF, 193.0KB)

Command™ Instructions (PDF, 898.8KB)

  (70)★★★★★★★★★★ 4.6

Damage-Free Hanging

Weight Capacity: 5 pounds

Size: Large

Color: Brushed Nickel

View all details
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Specifications

Apprx. Out of Pkg Product Size (L x

W x D)

4 1/8 X 1 5/8 X 1 5/8 Inches , 4.125 x 1.625 x 1.625

Brand Command™

Color Gray

Good for Humid Environments No

Good For Outdoors No

Indoor/Outdoor Indoor

Material Metal

Package Contents 1 Hook, 2 Strips , 2 Hooks, 4 Strips

Packaging Color Warm Grey

Size Large

Weight Capacity 5 pounds

Related Products

Customer Reviews
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Strips

Command™ Medium

Modern Reflections Brushed
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♂
· 2 months ago

works great!

★★★★★★★★★★ tjss 
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What a great idea and invention. Works great! Way better than nails. [This

review was collected as part of a promotion.]

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on command.com

I have been using these hooks for years, and they are fantastic. They are

durable and they look great, self adhesive tape is very strong yet it is quite easy

to remove if you need to.

Incentivized Review No

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Quality of Product

Value of Product

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Bought several of these to mount souvenirs, followed instructions to the letter

(especially the weight limits), and they lasted all of three days before falling

down, peeling paint from the wall, scratching a plaque and breaking a

memento.

✘ No, I do not recommend this product.

Originally posted on command.com

Thank you for taking the time to leave your review. Your experience is not what we would

expect, and we would appreciate the opportunity to discuss this with you and gather further

details. Please connect with our team at 1-800-934-7355 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm CT. Thanks

again, and we look forward to your call.

I never write reviews, but thought this product deserves my opinion. We have a

walk-in shower and didn't want to hang a towel rack inside or outside of the

shower. We purchased the 3 and 5 lb. hooks to hang towels, wash cloth, and

scrubber. The towel hooks aren't close to the water, but the other 2 smaller

ones get wet every time we shower. We put them in 4 years ago and have

never had any issues. They are still hanging and absolutely Love them. Now

anytime we want to hang anything - it is with 3M Command Hooks. Thank you

for a great product!

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on command.com

After reading multiple reviews about this product, i bought 3 of the Large

Command Hooks to hang my curtains. Followed the instructions accurately.

The total weight of the curtains plus the rod was 3.5 lbs. Less than the 5 lbs

advertised for this product. Waited for more than 6 hours before i hung my

curtains. Less than 12 hours later my curtains came crashing down doing

some damage to my floors. Needless to say, I will not use this product again.

Now the wall has to be patched and painted. EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTED

✘ No, I do not recommend this product.

♂
· 3 months ago

Very clever design

★★★★★★★★★★ ewal 

♂
· 3 months ago

Avoid these products

★★★★★★★★★★ snowdog 

♂   · 3 months ago

Response from command.com:

Command Brand · Social Care

♂
· 7 months ago

Love them!

★★★★★★★★★★ JHamlin 

♂
· 8 months ago

EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTED

★★★★★★★★★★ Priya 
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3M United States

Originally posted on command.com

Hello, thank you for taking the time to leave your review. We are sorry to hear of the trouble,

and we would appreciate the opportunity to discuss this with you and gather further details.

Please connect with our team at 1-800-934-7355 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm CT. Thanks again, and

we look forward to your call.

I've used this hook for years but yesterday the plastic piece in which the hook

connects to, broke. Is a replacement available or should I just replace the

whole hook assembly? It seems a shame to do so.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on command.com

The hook does not lie flush against a wood door. The gap widens even more

at the top once a towel is hung. It rattles when I hang the towel and rattles

when I remove it. I had expected the design to incorporate an "angled"

mounting design, so that the hook would wedge itself against the door. Very

disappointed. [This review was collected as part of a promotion.]

✘ No, I do not recommend this product.

Originally posted on command.com

Hello, thank you for taking the time to leave your review. Your feedback is very important to us,

and we will be sure to forward your comments. If you have any additional feedback or

questions, please feel free to reach out to our team at 1-800-934-7355 Mo-Fri 8am-5pm CT.

I love all my products. I use these to hang my grandson's backpack and

jackets on. They are decorative and make it so much easier to find everything

when I'm in a rush in the morning to get him off to school. [This review was

collected as part of a promotion.]

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on command.com

♂   · 8 months ago

Response from command.com:

3M Social Care · Social Care

♂
· 8 months ago

Need plastic replacement that mates to strip

★★★★★★★★★★ Chad513 

♂
· 8 months ago

Gaps, rattles

★★★★★★★★★★ cdbma 

♂   · 8 months ago

Response from command.com:

Command · Social Care

♂
· 11 months ago

Great for hanging backpacks and jackets

★★★★★★★★★★ Tlynn1969 
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